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BAYES UNBIASED ESTIMATION IN A MODEL WITH 
THREE VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
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Summary. In the paper necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and an explicit 
expression for the Bayes invariant quadratic unbiased estimate of the linear function of the 
variance components are presented for the mixed linear model t = Xfi + g, E(t) = Xfi, Var(t) = 
~ ^l^i "1" ^2^2 + ^3^3' w l t n three unknown variance components in the normal case. 
An application to some examples from the analysis of variance is given. 
Keywords: mixed linear model, Bayes estimate, variance components. 
AMS classification: 62J99. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper the following linear model is considered 
(1) t = Xp + s , E(t) = Xfi , Var (t) = 91U1 + 92U2 + 93U3 = U(0), 
where t is an N-dimensional, normally distributed random vector, X is a known 
N x m matrix of rank R(X) = p, p e Rm is a vector of unknown parameters, 
Ul9 U2 are known, positive semidefmite matrices, U3 = lN, and 0 = (0 l5 92, 93)' 
is a vector of unknown variance components 0 e 3~', !F == {0: 9t > 0, 92 ^ 0, 
03 ^ 0}. 
The problem is to estimate a linear function y = fx9x + f292 + f393 in the class 
of quadratic forms y(t) = t'Bt, where B e 5%, £fN is the class of all symmetric N x N 
matrices. We restrict our considerations to quadratic estimates y = t'Bt, which are 
invariant with respect to translations t -> t + Xp, i.e. f(t) = y(t + X/J) for all 
p e Rm, unbiased, and minimize the Bayes risk function 
r(?) = \ JE9(? - if dP9, 
where P9 is a priori distribution for the vector parameter 0 having the second order 
moments, i.e. 
Hefij) - M d p « = cu = 0 , ij = 1, 2, 3 . 
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We use the approach by Olsen, Seely and Birkes [3] to derive explicit expressions 
for Bayes invariant quadratic unbiased estimates (BAIQUE). These estimates have 
been introduced by Kleffe and Pincus [2] . Explicit easily computable expressions 
for BAIQUE in a model with two variance components have been given by Gnot 
and Kleffe [ l ] and Stuchly [6], 
2. A CANONICAL MODEL 
Let P be an (N - p) x N matrix satisfying P P = / - XX+,PP' = ln,n = N - p. 
Then the random vector y = Pt satisfies the simplified canonical model 
(2) y = Pt , E(y) = 0 , Var (y) = etVt +
 :02V2 + 63V3 = V(0), 
where Vx = PU^P\ V2 = PU2P\ V3 = PU3P = /„. The vector y is a maximal 
invariant statistic and y = t'Bt is BAIQUE for y in the model (1) iff B = P'AP and 
^ = y'Ay is Bayes quadratic unbiased estimate (BAQUE) for y under the model (2). 
3. SOLUTION 
According to Theorem 7a in Kleffe and Pincus [2] y'Ay is BAQUE f o r f ^ + 
+ fi^i + /3#3 tinder the model (2) iff 
(3) i ictMVj-iwi, 
i = 1 y = 1 i = l . ,- ::•.,'. 
where ctj = E(0i9J), ij = 1,2,3 and A1?A2,'A3 satisfy the unbasedness conditions 
(4) t r (AV f)= f f , i = 1 , 2 , 3 . 
Let ctl = E(6l) 4= 0. Since the Bayes risk function r(y) is linear in C = (c^) = 
= E(00') we can put cxl = 1 without loss of generality. Under the notation c12 = 
= u = 0, c13 = k ^ 0, c22 = u
2 + v2, c23 = ku + v/ ^ 0, c33 = k
2 + /2 + m2 
the matrix C takes the form 
(1 u k 
u u2 + v2 ku + vl 
k ku + v/ k2 + Z2 + m2 
/ 1 \ /0 0 0 \ 
= u (1 w k) + 0 v2 v/ 
W \° vl ll + m7 
and is positive semidefinite for every real numbers w, k, v, /, m. It follows that the 
class of a priori distributions with 6i = 1 fixed and 
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forms an essentially complete class for our problem (cf. [7], Chap. 8). 
We shall use the notation 
(6) W = V, + uV2 + kl, V = vV2 + / / . 
Then the equation (3) has the form 
(7) WAW + VAV + mM = XlV1 + A2V2 + X3I. 
First let us prove some lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let A, B be positive definite (p.d) matrices of order n. Then the 
Kronecker product A ® B is a p.d. matrix of order n2. 
Proof. Since the matrices A, B are p.d., there exists orthogonal matrices P and Q 
such that PAP = A, Q'BQ = D, where the matrices A and D are diagonal with 
positive diagonal elements (cf. Theorem I, § lc. 3 in [4]). Then (P ® Q) (P' ® Q') = 
= PP' ® QQ = /n ® /„ = /„2 holds. Hence x'(A ® B) x = x'(P ® Q) (P' ® Q') . 
. (A ® B) (P ® Q) (P' ® Q') x = [(P' ® Q') x ] ' (PAP ® Q'BQ)(P' ® Q') x = 
= y'(-4 ® D ) Y > 0 for all x + 0. 
Lemma 2. Th^ equation (7) is consistent (for all A3 real) ij(f tlz.2 matrix W is 
regular. 
Proof. Using the operation vec, we get (7) in the form 
(8) [W ® W + V ® V + m2(/ ® /)] vec A = 
= Xv vec V: + A2 vec V2 + X3 vec / . 
Sufficiency follows obvisouly from Lemma 1. Now we shall prove the necessity. 
Let W be singular and assume that the equation (8) is consistent. Since W has the 
form (6) we get k = E(0!03) = 0. Using the conditions 0X > 0 (c l x + 0) and 
03 = 0, we have E(03) = 0 and D(03) = E(0
2
3) = I
2 + m2 = 0, which implies 
I = m = 0. Now the equation (8) has the form 
(9) [(W ® /) (/ ® W) + (V ® /) (/ ® V)] vec A = 
= Xt vec Vx + X2 vec V2 + X3 vec /, 
where W = Vt + wV2, V = vV2. 
If M + 0 then JKy^) c .JT(VV), .#(V2) c .#(W), .#(V) cz t #(W) (.,#(W) denotes 
the vector space generated by the columns of W) and there exist matrices Qi, Q2 , Q 
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such that Vx = WQU V2 = WQ2, V = WQ, i.e. vec Vx = (W ® /) vec Q'u vec V2 = 
= (W ® /) vec Q2 , V ® / = (W ® /) (Q ® /). Under the notation vec Aw = 
= (/ ® W) vec >A, vec Aw = (Q ® /) (/ ® V) vec A the equation (9) takes the form 
A3 vec / = (W ® /) (vec Aw + vec Au — At vec Qi — A2 vec Q2). This equation is 
consistent for all A3 real iff there exists a matrix Z such that vec / = (W ® /) vec Z o 
o / = WZ o Jt{\) c M[W\ and this is a contradiction with singularity of W. 
If u = 0 then y = 0 and W = V1? V = 0. So (9) has the form (W ® W) vec A = 
= Xx vec Vi + A2 vec V2 + A3 vec / and, similarly as above, we get a contradiction. 
Theorem 1. Let V3 = / and let matrix W = Vx + t/V2 + kV3 be regular. 
a) The BAQUE for the parametric function y =^ fx0l + f202 + f303 in t/ze 
model (2) exists i/f 
(10) f e ^ S H - 1 ^ ) , 
w/zere 
S = (vec V1? vec V2, vec V3)' , f = {fuf2J,)' , 
H = (W ® W) + (V ® V) + m2(V3 ® V3) , V = vV2 + /V3 . 
b) The BAQUE from a) is uniquely given by 
(11) 7 = y ' -4y , vec A = H~lS'(SH-lS')+ f. 
(Here the symbol Z + stands for the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix Z.) 
Proof, a) We get the BAQUE as a solution of the equations (7) and (4). Since W" 
is regular, (7) is consistent by Lemma 2. Using the notation as above, we transform 
these equation to the form 
H vec A = S'A , 
where A = (Al5 A2, A3)\ and 
S vec A = f , 
respectively. From the regularity of Wthe regularity of H follows, and therefore 
vec A = H'S'k 
and 
SH^S'A = f. 
The last equation is consistent iff (10) holds. 
b) A solution of the last equation is (cf. Theorem lid, § 16.5 in [4]) 
A = (SH-'S')- f + [/ - (SH~lS')~ SH~lS'] x , 
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where x is an arbitrary vector. So 
vec.4 = H'S^SH^S')- f + H'S' [/ - (SH-'S')- SH-'S^x = 
= H'S^SH'Sy f , 
since ^(SH"1) c ^ ( S H ^ S ' ) (cf. Th. VIb, § lb.5 in [4]). Using the condition (10), 
we see that the expression H~1S'(SH-1S,y f is invariant for any choice of the 
g-inverse (cf. Th. Vic, § lb.5 in [4]), and we can use the Moore-Penrose inverse. 
Hence the BAQUE is uniquely given by (11). 
R e m a r k 1. If the matrix Wis singular then k = 0 and also I = m = 0. Therefore 
P(fJ3 = 0) = 1 and, instead of the model (2), we can use the model with two variance 
components considered in [6]. 
R e m a r k 2. If the matrices Vl5 V2, V3 as elements of the linear space £fn are linearly 
independent then the matrix SH1S' is regular. In this case we can use in (11) the 
usual inverse instead of the Moore-Penrose inverse. Alternatively, the case when the 
matrices Vl9 V2, V3 are not linearly independent can be solved by reducing the number 
of the variance components. 
Now we rewrite Theorem 1 for the model (l) as follows. 
Corollary 1. Let U3 = lN, Z = Ux + uU2 + kU3, M=P'P = I - XX
+ , PP' = I 
and rank r(MZM) = N - r(X). 
a) The BAIQUE for the parametric function y = f191 + f292 + f363 in the 
model (l) exists iff 
f e Ji(R(M*GM*)+ R!)9 
where 
R = (vecU l 5 vecU2 , vecU 3 ) ' , f = (fl9fl9f3J , M* = M ® M , 
G = Z®Z + U®U + m\U3 ® U3) , U = vU2 + IU3 . 
b) The BAIQUE from a) is uniquely given by 
y = t'Bt, vec B = (M*GM*)+ Rf[R(M*GM*)+ R']+ f. 
Proof. Since the BAQUE y = y'Ay in the model (2) is simultaneously the BAIQUE 
y = t'Bt in the model (1) and B = PAP, we can write vec B = (P' ® P') vec A. 
Substituting Vt = PUtP', i = 1, 2, 3, in the expressions for vec A, we get the 
BAIQUE expressed in terms of the original model (l) 
f = t 'B t , vecB = (P' ® P^H-'SpH-^y f, 
where 
S = (vec ( P U ^ ' ) , vec(PU2P') , vec (PU3P')) ' , 
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H = (PZPf) ® (PZPf) + (PUP) ® (PUP) + m2(PU3P
f) ® (PU3P) , 
Z = Ui + uU2 + ku3, u = vu2 + lu3, U3 = lN. 
Since for every matrix B e ^ ^ we have 
(12) P(PBP) + P = (MBM) + 
we obtain 
vec B = (P' ® P') [(P ® P)G(P' ® P ' ) ] " 1 (P ® P) R'{R(P' ® P') x 
x [(P ® P)G(Pf ® P ' ) ] " 1 (P ® P) R '} + f = 
= [(M ® M)G(M ® M ) ] + R'{R[(M ® M)G(M ® M ) ] + R '} + f = 
= (M^GM^)+ R[R(M^GM^)+ R']+ f, 
where G = Z®Z+U®U + m2(U3 ® U3), R = (vec Uu vec U2, vec U3)'. For 
Wregular we have r(MZM) = r(PPZPP) = r(P'VVP) = N - r(X). 
In the special case that the matrices V1? V2 are commutative we shall derive more 
explicit expressions for the BAQUE. 
Theorem 2. Let VtV2 = V2V1? V3 = / and let the matrix W = Vx + uV2 + kV he 
regular. 
a) The BAQUE for the parametric function y = ff9 in the model (2) exists iff 
(13) feJ4(Q), 
where 
f - (fufzJ*)', 0 = (el,e2,e3y, 
M M . V O , t^M.V,) , tr(M3V.)\ 
Q = t^M.V,) , tr(M2V2), tr(M3V2) , 
V^M.), tr(M2), tr(M3) / 
(14) M ; = V,.(W
2 + V2 + m 2 / ) - 1 , i = 1, 2, 3 , 
V = VV2 + /V3 . 
b) The BAQUE is uniquely given by 
(15) y = Y'Ay = Xtf'MiY + ^Y'M2Y + X3Y'M3Y, 
where k satisfies the unbiasedness condition 
(16) QX = f. 
Proof. We suppose that W is regular. By Lemma 2 the equation (7) is consistent. 
First we shall find its solution. 
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For v + 0 we get from (6) 
V1_W__y______
f , , v 2 _ i V _ i , . 
v v v v 
By Theorem II, § lc. 3 in [4], there exists an orthogonal matrix C and diagonal 
matrices A and D with non negative diagonal elements such that 
CWC = A, i.e. W = C A C , 
CVC = D , i.e. V = CDC . 
Therefore the equation (7) has the form 
CACACAC + CDCACDC + m1 A = 
^ / v V - ^ V - ^ ^ 
\ V V J \V V J 
Multiplying this equation by C from the left and by C from the right, we get 
ACACA + DCACD + m2CAC = 
, / . w «. kv — ul \ . (\ __ l f \ 
= A_ _1 - - D / + A2 - D - - f ) + A3I . 
\ v v / \v v J 
Puting Z = CAC we obtain 
Ì D - - Л 
v v / 
AZA + DZD + m2Z = AJA - - D - — A + A 
Since the matrices on the right hand side are diagonal, the matrix Z must be so, too. 
Therefore 
+( V V 
І](W2 
= (A_V_ + A2V2 + A3/)(W
2 + V2 + m 2 / ) " 1 
and the BAQUE has the form (14)-(15). 
If v = 0 we must apply Theorem II, § lc. 3 in [4] to the matrices W and V3. The 
equation (7) has the form 
ACACA + (I2 + m2) CAC = A_(/l - uD - kl) + X2D + X3l. 
Hence we get, in the same way, 
A = (X.V, + A2V2 + A3V3) [W
2 + (I2 + m2) I ] " 1 , 
i.e. (14)-(15) are again valid. 
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Here Xi9 X2, X3 satisfy the unbiasedness condition (16), which has a solution iff 
(13) holds. 
To prove uniqueness, let us put m = (y'Mty9 y
fM2y, y'M3y)'9 Mt = V^K
-1, 
i = 1,2, 3 and K = W2 + V2 + m2\. The BAQUE is y = m'2 = m'[Q~f -







= [vec(yy'K-1 / 2)] '(vec(V1K-
1 / 2), vec(V2K"
1/2), vec(K~1/2)), 
/ [ v e c ^ K - 1 / 2 ) ] ^ 
Q = [vec(V2K-
1/2)]' ( v e c ( ^ K - 1 / 2 ) , vec(V2K-
1 / 2), vec(K~1/2)) 
\ [vec(K- 1 / 2)] ' / 
and therefore ^ ( v e c ( ^ K - 1 / 2 ) , vec(V2K"
1/2), vec(K-1/2))' c J/(Q). Now, similarly 
as in the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that m'(/ - Q~Q) x = 0. Since f e Ji(Q), 
the expression m'Q~f is invariant for any choice of the g-inverse and we can use 
the Moore-Penrose inverse. Hence the BAQUE is uniquely given by (15) —(16). 
R e m a r k 3. The case v = I = m = 0 characterizes the situation that a priori 
distribution is concentrated at a point 0 = (1, u9 fc)'. The equation (7) has the form 
WAW = X1V1 + X2V2 + X3V3 , W = Vt + uV2 + fc/. 
The solution is 
A = W~1(XiV1 + A2V2 + X3V3) W
1 = XXMX + X2M2 + X3M3 . 
Here Mt = W ^ V . W
1 , i = 1, 2, 3 and A lsA2,A3 satisfy the conditions (16). In 
this case the BAQUE is the locally best estimate at the point (Qu 929 63) = (1, u, fc), 
and coincides with the MINQUE (cf. [5]). 
Further, we reformulate Theorem 2 for the model (l). If we use (12), we get: 
Corollary 2. Let MU,MU2M = MU^U.M, U3 = lN9 Z = U, + uU2 + fcU3 
and rank v(MZM) = N - r(X). 
a) The BAIQUE for the parametric function y = f'0 in the model (1) exists yf 
fGe#(Q*) , 
where f=(fl9f2J3y9 0 = (6l9 029 03)'9 
M N ^ O , t r (N 2 U0, tr(N3U1)\ 
Q* = tr(N!U2), tr(N2U2), tr(N3U2) , 
V^NO, tr(N2), tr(N3) / 
N£ - M^M[(MZA4)
2 + (MUA4)2 + m2M]+ M9 i = 1, 2, 3 , 
U = vU2 + / / . 
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b) The BAIQUE from a) is uniquely given by 
? = t'Bt = Xxt Nxt + /l2t 'N2t + X2t N3t, 
where X satisfies the condition 
Q*X = f. 
4. EXAMPLE 
The following experiment was made to judge the precision of p measuring instru-
ments of the same type: q observers measured by each of p instruments the unknown 
value of the given variable. The value measured by the i-th instrument and the j - th 
observer is the realisation of the random variable ttj = c + at + bj + eip where c 
is the expected value of the measured variable, at and bj characterize the i-th instru-
ment and thej-th observator, respectively, eVi is the error of the observations. Using 
the transformation from Section 2, we get the model 
yu = af + Pj + eu , i = 1 , . . . , p , j = 1, ..., D . 
Here E(y ; /) = 0 and oihfij^ir i = 1, . . . , p , j = 1, ...,D are assumed to be in-
dependent random variables from normal populations with zero means and unknown 
variances 6\, 02, 63, respectively. We shall look for the BAQUE for the parameter 
function y = fl0l + f202 + f2#3. Suppose that the vector of observations is 
written in the lexicographic order 
X = ( y l l , . - - , y l q 5 y21, •••>y2.r y3i,..-,yM)', 
as well as the error vector 
8 = \8ll-> • • •, ?\q-> £ 2 1 , • • •, F'2qi C 3 1 ' •••> 8 p q ) • 
Then we have the model 
y = (/, ® 1q) + (1, ® /,) + £, 
> where fr = ( / , . . . , / ) ' is the /--vector of ones, a = ( a , , . . . , ap)', j? = (/?.,. . . , /?,)' 
with E(y) = 0, 
Var(y) = 0.(1, ® j , ) + 02(J„ ® I,) + 03(/p ® I,) , 
where _/, = 1 r ® f r is an r x r-matrix of ones. 
We have the model (2) with 
v, = / p ® L , v2 = ; p ® / „ , v3 = / p ® / „ . 
According to Theorem 2, the BAQUE for y =fl0i + f202 + / 3 0 3 is y = y'Ay, 
where A = X1Ml + X2M2 + X3M3, M ; = V . K
1 , i = 1, 2, 3 and W = Vx + «V2 + 
+ kV3, K = W
2 + V2 + m2/, V = t>V2 + llpq. In our case 
w = fc(/p®y+ (ip®L) + w(jp®g. 
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The BAQUE for the function y exists iff the matrix W is regular. Then we get 
y =/('P®g + </,®y, 
W = lp ® (klq + Jq) + u(Jp ® lq), 
v2 = / U ® 0 + (2^M-pv2)(J7 7®g, 
W2 = /p ® [ k % + (2k -f q) J J + j p ® [(2ku + pu
2) I, + 2u/J , 
K = /, ® [(/2 + k2 + m2) /, + (2k + q)Q + Jp ® 
® {[u(2k + pu) + v(2/ + pv)] \q + 2ujf,} . 
Denoting 
ho = &2 + l2 + m2 , 
ft_ = (fc + q)2 + I1 + m2 - O(2k + c_) + h0 , 
h2 = (k + Pu)
2 + (/ + Pv)2 + m2 = pu(2k + pu) + pv(2l 4- Pv) + h0 , 
h3 = (k + pu + q)
2 + (/ + Pv)2 + m 2 = (2k + pu + q) {pu + q) + 
+ pv(2Z + pv) + h0 = hi + h2 — ho + 2jpgu , 
after routine computation we arrive at 
hi - hn 
K = /p ® /!„/, + Ч ) + L ® ( ^
A Ч + 2иj( 
K 1 = / p ® 
AoV 
-^л)-L®Г^f°(< 
C_Й_ / L .PM2 V 
qhj 
+ ( A 1 - h o ) ( A 2 - A o ) - 2 h o P a u J 1 _ L ( / p ^ g _ /__-J_ ( / p 0 Л ) _ 
pqh1h2h2 
h2 - h0 
qhoh! 
1 / l 
aP®/,)x-(f-~f - f + f)(/,®Л) 
ph0h2 PqVhO hl «2 "з j 
Therefore 
ЛІ! = V. K"1 
й, 
('р®л 
/'з ~ Ąi 
phгhъ 
(L®ЛЬ 
/и, y2к-í = f ( L ® g -






The BAQUE is 
9 = я*y' !и l У + Я*У'/И2У + Я*У'Л.зУ 
= Aîľf ÍУІ 
L И I i = 1 




_/l 2 /l 3 
y2.l + 
Уf. + -] 
+ _ n ž i ř , _ ( _ _ ^ ) i _ ž r . i 
l_rt01=1 j = i q « 0 " i
 i = 1 J 
(h2-h0)p
2 _, i>2 , i y i _ __ 1 i_ _ i \ „ 2 „ 
+ 
I y ; + — | — " — + —Jp-«"J. 
p/l0/l2 . = 1 P _ \ h o &1 !t2 tW 
= A, f É I y% + [A? í- - i*(/ll-;V>g] £ _ 2 + 
/ í 0 i = i j = i L " i ^ o ^ i J
ť = i 
\ x * t - A » ( * » - * O ) P ] £ y 2 ^ + L. t i _ 1 _ J_ + 
L fc2 M 2 J1= 1 L V̂ o ht h2 
(/l3 - / h ) P g 2 , * (*3 ~ ^ 2 ) p
2 q 1 2 
A2 " y.. , 
hxh3 h2h3 J 
+ — \pq - A* 
h3; n ^ 3 
where A*, A*, A* are solutions of the linear system 
^ - я I + ^ я 2 + 
"з »з 
i) ч ч_ 
K L "i 
[Kg - i) + ü l 
L "2 «зJ 
A з = / i , 
+ ;ЧW„ 
^ A l + 0„2 + |"ái_: 
h3 h3  lt 
- ( P - I ) ( _ - I ) _ _ _ P - I _ - i i 
Kq - i) , P 
^ > -
L й 0 Äl Й2 ^зj 
and 
- + — U 3 = f3 , 
[ p L q 1 p q 
y.j = - Z y/j> yi. = - Z yu > y.. = — Z Z yo- • 
p i = i <?j = i p q i = i j = i 
In the case v = / = m = 0 => h0 = k
2, fri = (k + _/)2, /i2 = (k + Pw)
2, h3 = 
= (k + pu + q)2, we get the locally best estimate at the point 9 = (1, M, k)'. 
If k = 0 then / = m = 0 and the matrices W, K can be singular. The BAQUE 
is not uniqualy given or must not exist. 
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Souh rn 
BAYESOVSKÉ NEVYCHÝLENÉ ODHADY V MODELU 
S TŘEMI VARIAČNÍMI KOEFICIENTY 
JAROSLAV STUCHLÝ 
V článku jsou uvedeny nutné a postačující podmínky pro existenci a odvozeny explicitní 
vzorce pro Bayesův invariantní kvadratický nevychýlený odhad lineární funkce variančních 
koeficientů v lineárním smíšeném modelu t = Xfi -f e, E(t) = Xfi, Var(t) = 01U1 -f 92U2 -f 
-f 03U3 s třemi neznámými variančními koeficienty v normálním případě. V závěru jsou výsledky 
aplikovány v analýze rozptylu. 
Pe3K>Me 
HECMEIHEHAJI OIIEHKA BAMECA B MO£EJIM c TPEMBJI 
AHCnEPCHOHHBIMH KOMnOHEHTAMH 
JAROSLAV STUCHLÝ 
B CTaTbe npMBOAHTCH Heo6xO,ZItfMOe H #OCTaTOHHOe yCJTOBHe /J.JIH HHBapHaHTHOH KBaflpaTMHHOH 
HecMenieHOH OHCHKH Baiíeca jiHHeiiHOH ĉ yHKHHH OT DapaMeTpoB KOBapHaHHOHHOH MaTpMHbi B cny-
cae JiHHeiíHOH HOpMajibHoít MÔ ejTH t = Xfi -f e, E(t( = Xfi, Var(t( = 0X Uí -f 02U2 -f ()3U3 
TpSMbíI ^HCnepCHOHHMMH KOMnOHCHTaMH. 
B 3aKJiioHeHHH CTaTbH npHBefleH npHMep npHMeHeHHH H3Jiô ceHHoň TeopHHK AncnepCHOHHOMy 
aHaJiH3y. 
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